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I N T O N A T I O N C E N T R E IN E N G L I S H
AND C Z E C H SENTENCES

The present paper is a study of the most prominent accent in a sentence, the
intonation centre. It attempts to define the main semantic, syntactic and com
municative features of the elements carrying the intonation centre in English
and Czech sentences.
The study is based on an analysis of the dialogues included in O'Connor and
Arnold's book Intonation of colloquial English and their translation into Czech.
The dialogues consist of 784 tone groups which form 630 sentences. Each sen
tence contains one intonation centre. The tonetically transcribed texts are ac
companied by cassette recordings. The analysis of the Czech translation of these
dialogues is based on the reading of the translation by an amateur actor. (A pre
cise system of tonetical transcription of Czech spoken texts does not exist.)
The following passage of the dialogues contains examples of some semantic,
syntactic and communicative features of the intonation centre that will be dis
cussed in this paper. Examples will be referred to by the number of the line on
which each example begins. Words carrying the intonation centre of a sentence
are underlined. (Some of the English sentences allow different translation. The
author has chosen what she considers, in the given context, the most natural
translation of the English sentences.)
The passage presents a particular context in which the speakers have given
the words that are underlined a very high priority by making them the intonation
centre of the sentence. The intonation centre always occurs on an element carry
ing a nuclear tone. The different types of nuclei signalling the intonation centre
(high fall, low fall, high rise, low rise, fall-rise, rise-fall and mid-level) are part
of different tunes but their prosodic prominence is the same. In the theory of
functional sentence perspective (FSP) developed by Jan Firbas (especially 1985,
1987, 1989, 1990 and 1992) the words carrying the intonation centre are the
rheme proper (or part of the rheme proper).
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Intonation of Colloquial English (p. 275):
(1) 12§aY, | ,Arthur. ||' Seen anything of 'Jack .Taylor 'recently? ||
(2) — 'Nayjor, did you 'say? || — No, 'Taylor. || With a ' T \ II
(3) _ 'Who's 'that? || — Oh, ,you remember ,him. || The 'man
(4) who "gave you those 'driving .lessons, | 'just be'fore your
(5) 'test. || — Oh, 'himl || >No, | I 'haven't, I'm a.fraid. || ,Why
(6) d'you 'ask? || — Well I was "wondering | if he'd got 'any 'free
(7) Hime during the .next few .weeks. || — But you .don't need
(8) .more .lessons, "do you? || I ..thought you 'passed your .test. ||
(9) — 'So I Mid. | 'just after ^Christmas. || No, ^1 don't .need
(10) .lessons. || My 'sister 'Janet .does. || — ,0b.? || But 'didn't you
(11)
ay your father was "teaching her? || — He "was. || But he
(12) 'couldn't "stand the 'pace. || — 'Couldn't "stand the "pace? ||
(13)
'How's Hhat? || Janet .mustn't go .faster than .thirty. I
(14) Purely. II She's a 'learner. || — Oh, _but 'you don't know
(15)
Janetl || At least *not as a "driver. || She's got ,no i°dea of
(16)
"speed at all. | | — You .mean she 'really does "drive too
(17) ^fast? || — ; T U say she .does! || 'Every bit of "practice, ||
(18)
well it's „more like an "inter'national 'car race. ||
#
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Poslouchej. Arture. NevidSls nahodou v posledni dobe
Jacka Taylora? - Coze, Naylora? - Ne, Tavlora. Na zacatku
je T. - A kdo to je? - Ale toho si pfece pamatujes. To je
ten, cos u n6ho delal jizdy v autoskole. tfisne pfed
zkouskama. - Jo ten! Ne, toho jsem teda nevidel. Proc se
ptas? - No, chtel jsem se ho zeptat, jestli by v pfistich
par tydnech nemel nekdy £as. - Ale ty snad pfece
nepotfebujeS dalsi jizdy?. Ja mSl dojem, zes tu zkouSku
udelal. - Taky ze ano, hned po vanocich. Ja opravdu dalsi
j izdy nepotfebuju. Ale ma sestra Janeta ano. - Jak to?
Vzdyt'jsi fikal, ze j i uci vas otec. - On j i u5il. Ale
spatnS snasel tu jeji rychlost. - Spatne snasel jeji
rychlost? Jak to? Janeta nesmi jezdit rychleji nez
padesatkou. pfece. Vzdyt' je zacatecnik. - To ale neznas
Janetu. Aspon ne jako fidicku. Ona nema sebemensi smysl
pro rychlost. - Chces snad fict, ze opravdu jezdi moc
rychle? - To bych teda fek. Kazda jeji j izda, to je jak
mezinarodni rallye.

It has to be noted that not all nuclear tones necessarily indicate an intonation
centre. In the first sentence of the passage above (1) 1 say, Arthur, for instance,
the word say, carrying a high fall, is the intonation centre of the sentence; Ar-
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thur, carrying a low rise, occurs in the post-intonation-centre prosodic shade
(cf. Firbas 1980) and cannot compete in prosodic prominence with say. In (6)
Well I was wondering if he'd got anyfreetime during the next few weeks, on th
contrary, the nucleus carried by time is more prominent than the nucleus carried
by wondering because it represents prosodically the entire object clause which
further develops the concept of wondering and completes the message of the
sentence. In most cases, the most prominent nuclear tone in a sentence is the one
that occurs nearest the end of the sentence (cf. Firbas 1989). In some specific
tunes, like the one of the first sentence of the passage above, for instance, the
second nucleus is subdued by the first nucleus and recedes into the background.
The English text and its Czech translation have been analyzed and compared
from the point of view of the position of the intonation centre in a sentence, the
participation of different parts of speech as intonation-centre carriers and the
use of prosodic means of expressing emotiveness.
Table 1 below shows the positions of the intonation centre in English and
Czech sentences. Distinction is made between the initial, medial, and final posi
tion in a sentence. Independent elements like short yes/no answers and short
comments or afterthoughts that are too loosely connected to the preceding sen
tence are not included in the table because they do not qualify for any of the
positions initial, medial, final. For example No in (5) No, I haven't was treated
in the present study as an independent unit, an independent intonation centre
whose position cannot be specified. (In the English text, independent intonation
centres form 12.5%, in the Czech text 15.7%, of all intonation centres.)
Table 1
Position of the intonation centre in a sentence:

English
Czech

Initial
5%
2.5%

Medial
47%
11.5%

Final
48%
86%

The percentage of intonation centres occurring on the very first element of a
sentence is very low in both English and Czech sentences. Most of the sentences
with an intonation centre on the first element are imperative sentences and short
questions and answers, e.g.
(2) Naylor, did you say?
(1) Poslouchei. Arture.
Medial position in the English text (47%) is about as frequent as the final
position (48%). In the Czech text, the final position with its 86% is unmistaka
bly the most frequent position of the intonation centre.
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The shift of the intonation centre from a medial position in an English sen
tence to the final position in its Czech translation can be observed in the follow
ing examples:

(1) Seen anything of Jack Taylor recently?
(I) Nevidels ndhodou v posledni dobe Jacka Taylora?
(6) Well I was wondering if he'd got any free time during the next few weeks.
(6) No, chteljsem se ho zeptat, jestli by v pfistich par tydnech nemel nekdy cas
(8) 1 thought you passed your test.
(8) Jd mel dojem, zes lu zkousku udelal
A speaker of Czech stresses a certain word by awarding it the most prominent
accent of the sentence and by placing the word in the final position, which is
psychologically the most natural order. In many situations the speaker of Eng
lish cannot place a certain word at the end of a sentence because of the high de
gree of grammaticalization of word order. Different degrees of grammaticalization of word order and a different hierarchy of word-order principles are
probably the main cause of the different tendencies in English and Czech in re
gard to the position of the intonation centre in a sentence.
Table 2
Participation of different parts of speech as intonation-centre carriers:

English
Czech

Noun
43%
47%

Verb
22%
26%

Adjective
12%
9%

Pronoun
10%
6%

Adverb
9%
8%

Other
4%
4%

Table 2 shows the representation of different parts of speech as carriers of the
intonation centre in the analyzed text. There does not seem to be any striking
difference between English and Czech in employing different word categories to
express an important piece of information and to carry the intonation centre of a
sentence. Nouns prevail in both languages, second comes the verb, then the ad
jective, the pronoun, the adverb and the other categories (numerals, particles,
prepositions, conjunctions and interjections).
Looking more closely at the examples of sentences in which translation from
English to Czech was accompanied by a shift of the intonation centre from one
word category in English to some other category in Czech, we find out that there
are two different types of situation in which this shift takes place. In about 40%
of cases, the shift is only a formal change determined by syntactic differences
between English and Czech, not accompanied by any semantic change, e.g.
(9) So 1 did, just after Christmas.
(9) Taky ze ano, hnedpo vdnocich.
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The remaining 60% of cases, however, cannot be explained by differences in
syntactic structure. They are cases in which the shift is not only from one cate
gory to another but also from one semantic element to another, e.g.
(3) Oh, you remember him.
(3) Ale (oho siprece pamalujes.
(17) Vll say she does.
(17) To hych teda rek.
In the English sentences above, the intonation centre is placed on an element
which has been mentioned in the preceding text and which does not seem to de
serve the prominence of becoming the intonation centre. In the corresponding
Czech sentences, the intonation centre is situated on an element which is context
independent and which conveys some new information. Both the English and
the Czech sentences are emotively coloured. In English, the emotive effect has
been achieved by the discrepancy between the relative semantic weakness of the
pronoun and the high prosodic prominence attributed to it. In Firbas 1987 and
1992, this phenomenon is referred to as emotive re-evaluating intensification.
(Emotiveness is here the new, irretrievable information which enables its con
textual ly tied carrier to become the rheme proper of the sentence.) In the Czech
sentences, emotiveness seems to be expressed by lexical means (prece, teda)
rather than by intonation; there is no discrepancy between the semantic and
contextual structure of the element carrying the intonation centre and its pro
sodic prominence.
Pronouns as carriers of the intonation centre in English sentences are almost
twice as frequent as in Czech sentences (cf. Table 2). The higher percentage in
English is due to the occurrence of the intonation centre on the pronoun in Eng
lish emotive sentences.
Verbs as intonation-centre carriers are only slightly more frequent in Czech
than in English (cf. Table 2). Table 3 below provides a closer look at the em
ployment of two different subcategories of the verb in carrying the intonation
centre.
Table 3
Participation of different categories of verb as intonation-centre carriers:

English
Czech

Auxiliary
and modal
30%
7%

Lexical
70%
93%

Although English and Czech do not differ too much in the frequency of the
intonation-centre carrying verb in general (Table 2), a closer analysis {Table 3)
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reveals that auxiliary and modal verbs as carriers of the intonation centre are far
more frequent in English than in Czech; in the former they represent 30% of all
verbal intonation centres, while in Czech, the percentage is only 7%. The ex
amples below suggest that this difference is due to the different grammatical
character of the two languages.
(5) No, 1 haven't. I'm afraid.
(5) Ne, toho jsem teda nevidel.
(11) He was.
(11) On ii ucil.
The words haven't, nevidel, was and ucil are carriers of the intonation centre
because they convey the only new, context independent piece of information in
the sentences and have therefore been given the highest prosodic prominence.
This new information is the 'negation' of
(1) Seen anything ofJack Taylor recently.
(I) Nevidels ndhodou v posledni dobe Jacka Taylora?
and the 'confirmation' of
(10) But didn't you say your father was teaching her?
(II) Vzdyt'jsi rikal, ze ji uci vds otec.
The structure of the English language requires the expression of polarity by
the auxiliary verb and therefore in the situations described above it is the auxil
iary that becomes the focus of the sentence. Polarity in Czech is in most cases
expressed by negative particles which are part of the lexical verb. (Compound
verbal forms, in which polarity is, like in English, expressed by the auxiliary,
are not very frquent in Czech.) It is therefore the lexical verb that becomes the
intonation-centre carrier.
SUMMARY
The present article was a study of certain relations between the grammatical and textual struc
ture and prosody. The analysis of an English spoken text and its Czech translation has suggested
that different word-order principles operating in English and Czech are reflected in different pro
sodic patterns of the two languages. There is a very strong tendency in Czech to put the intonation
centre at the end of a sentence. In English, final position of the intonation centre is not more fre
quent than medial position. Prosodically 'light' endings of sentences are much more natural in
English than in Czech, where 'heavy' endings seem to be preferred. The analysis has shown that
the prosodically 'heaviest' word categories both in English and Czech are nouns and verbs. The
vast majority of the intonation-centre carrying verbs in Czech are lexical verbs. Owing to its ana
lytical structure, English accentuates auxiliary and modal verbs much more frequently than Czech,
especially in contexts where the expression of polarity or temporal relations becomes the rheme
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proper of a sentence. There is a strong tendency in both English and Czech to accentuate semantically prominent and context independent elements. Accentuating semantically weak and contextually tied elements, e.g. personal pronouns, is more frequent in English than in Czech. English
seems to employ intonation as a means of expressing emotiveness to a greater extent than Czech.
Emotive effects achieved in English by a discrepancy between the low semantic and high prosodic
prominence of an element are often expressed in Czech by lexical means (e.g. modal particles like
prece or teda in sentences (3), (17) and (5)).
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INTONACNI CENTRUM V A N G L I C K Y C H A C E S K Y C H V E T A C H
Clanek se zabyva vztahem mezi gramatickymi a prozodickymi rysy jazyka. Srovnava pozici
v6tneho pfizvuku (intonaCniho centra) v anglick£ a Ceske v6t6 a zastoupeni jednotlivych slovnich
druhu ve funkci nositele vgtneho pfizvuku. ZvlaStni pozomost venuje vztahu mezi intonaci a vyjadfenim emotivnosti. CeStina ma velmi silnou tendenci klast vfitny pfizvuk na konec vfity.
V anglickych vStach je medialni pozice vfitneho pfizvuku stejne" Casta jako pozice finalni. Inicialni
pozice je v obou jazycich velmi vyjimeCna. Ze vSech slovnich druhu se nositelem v£tneTio pfizvu
ku st&va nejcasteji podstatne jmdno a na druhem miste' sloveso. V anglifitine se casteji nez v CeSting
stavaji nositelem vgtneTio pfizvuku slova nizke semanticke zavaznosti a slova kontextovfi vazana
(napf. pomocna slovesa a osobnf zajmena). PfiCinou tohoto jevu je v n6kterych pfipadech gramaticka stuktura angliitiny (napf. zavislost nfikterych semantickych kategorii na pomocnych slovesech), jindy se takto umisteny vgtny pfizvuk stava prostfedkem vyjadfeni emotivnosti. V odpovidajicich Ceskych v6tach je emotivnost vyjadfena spiSe lexikalnimi prostfedky.
-

